## Future perfect and Future perfect continuous

Use the **future perfect** to emphasize that *something will be completed* or achieved by a particular point in the future.

**Examples:**
- By this time next year, I **will have bought** a car.
- By 2035, we **will have traveled** to Europe.

**Structure:**
- By + (time reference), Subject + will have + Verb in Past Participle + complement.

Use the **future perfect continuous** to emphasize the duration of an activity in progress at a particular point in the future.

**Examples:**
- By the end of next year, you **will have been studying** English for 2 years.
- By next week, I **will have been working** on that project for 6 months.

**Structure:**
- By + (time reference), Subject + will have been + gerund (verb –ing) + complement.